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China’s tourism law gets more praise than blame
 Staff reporter

Two-thirds of those member agents surveyed supported the Tourism Law.

T he mainland’s Tourism Law came into effect on 1 October this 
year. To understand its impact on Hong Kong’s tourism market, 

the TIC conducted a survey in early November by issuing 197 question-
naires to all of its member agents that received tour groups from the 
mainland as well as members of its Outbound Committee. A total of 33 
questionnaires were received.

Of the 30 inbound agent respondents, 13 were in favour of the 
Tourism Law, believing that it could root out unscrupulous prac-
tices and bring the tour fares back to a reasonable level; they also 
commented that their business was hardly affected. Six respondents 
were generally for the law, but pointed out that mainland consumers 
had yet to adapt to higher tour fares, and that different interpretations 
of the new law by tourism bureaux in different provinces and cities, with 
some of them even forbidding shopping tours, had caused a drastic 
drop in tours coming to Hong Kong and Macau.

Nine inbound agents objected to the law, stating that it failed to 
balance the interests of traders and consumers because banning shop-
ping tours altogether not only threatened the survival of the trade, but 
also deprived customers of the freedom of choice. Seventeen inbound 
agents indicated that their business slumped after the implementation 
of the law, leaving tourist guides and tour coach drivers underemployed.

Long-term benefit will prevail
As for the outbound agents, three Outbound Committee members 
responded, and they all supported the new law. Nevertheless, they 
expressed concerns about a lack of uniform interpretations of the new 
law among tourism bureaux on the mainland, with the result that some 
mainland receiving agents even refused to arrange shopping activities 
for tours from Hong Kong.  

There was a 50% year-on-year plunge in mainland inbound tour 
groups in October 2013, followed by a 44% drop in November. Despite the 
decrease, this is actually a golden opportunity for inbound members 
to change their shopping-centric business model. The mainland au-
thorities are determined to strictly enforce the Tourism Law in order to 
have a healthy and sustainable tourism industry. Members must take  

note of that. 


